POLES: An annual inspection and maintenance program must be implemented. Any required
repairs such as scratches, scrapes, bump, etc. must also be corrected on a regular basis to ensure
a safe and lasting product. Valriya poles are guaranteed to meet the listed EPA requirements.
Valriya is not responsible if the EPA rating of a pole order is lower than the indicated windloading zone where the pole will be located. Note: banners, flags, streamers, signs and other
extraneous items attached to poles voids all pole warranties and may create severely hazardous
conditions. Valriya will not accept any responsibility for any damage or harm arising out of these
situations. EPA’s are for locations 100 miles away from hurricane ocean lines. Note: hurricane
ocean lines are the Atlantic and gulf of Mexico coastal regions.
FINISHES: Valriya warrants purchaser that the powder coat finish will not deteriorate when
properly utilized and exposed to normal atmospheric conditions. Valriya poles and brackets are
warranted against defects in materials and workmanship, such as blistering, cracking, peeling or
fading, which promote corrosion of substrate material for a period of 1 year from shipment date.
In the event of failure during this warranted period, Valriya at its option will provide corrective
action for the repair of proven defective material. Purchaser must notify Valriya in writing of any
such failure or evidence of deterioration and provide proof of purchase within 30 days of
becoming evident. Valriya null and voids all warranties arising out of circumstances beyond its
control including damage occurring during shipping, handling, unpacking or installation: damage
caused by moisture or other contaminants trapped between protective materials and finished
surface, thus constituting improper storage, prior to placement in service: damage or failure
caused by acts of god, falling objects, external forces, fire, explosions, vandalism, misuse or
abuse in application, or any other such occurrences beyond Valriya’s control. Claims for cost of
repair will not be honored by Valriya without written approval. The forgoing warranty is
exclusive in lieu of all other warranties whether it be written or expressed, oral, or implied and
shall constitute the exclusive and only remedy.

